1. Abma and Apma are alternative spellings for the name of this language. The ideas behind this paper were originally presented at the Eighth International Conference on Oceanic Linguistics (COOL8), held in Auckland, New Zealand, in January 2010. I would like to thank Cliff Goddard and two anonymous reviewers for their comments on earlier drafts of this paper. Of course I am solely responsible for any errors or omissions.
Section 2 introduces Abma and briefly describes its typological characteristics. Section 3 explains how na and na-are instantiated in passive and associative contexts, respectively, and explains the referential and semantic similarities that hold between NPs following these morphemes in both construction types. Section 4 examines na and nafrom a historical perspective, and section 5 attempts to give an explanation for the continued coexistence of the two forms. The paper is concluded in section 6.
Although the passive is not widely attested in Melanesian languages, it does occur in pockets. The Abma construction to be discussed herein meets the above criteria, as do similar constructions in some Polynesian and Micronesian languages (Lynch, Ross, and Crowley 2002:45) , in Vitu (West New Britain), and in Kara and Tiang (both from New Ireland).
Looking at (1) below, we can see that the Abma passive is a unique construction that contrasts with active voice (Siewierska's point 1). The grammatical subject agent in the active sentence (1a) cannot be overtly expressed in the passive (1b) (point 2). The direct object patient of (1a), kanleutan 'food', maintains its status as the direct object of (1b); the passive has no overtly coded subject NP (point 3) . This is what Siewierska (2008:2) and Kroeger (2004:54) call the "impersonal passive." In the impersonal passive, the object of the active sentence is not promoted to subject of its passive counterpart. Instead, the subject NP in the passive is unexpressed (but for an obligatory third person subject-indexing morpheme as grammatically required by the verb; more on this below), and the direct object retains its relationship with the verb, but is preceded now by na 'definite' which is unique to passives (and to NPs in other noncanonical sentence types, but this is not relevant to the current discussion). 3SG.PFV eat-PASS DEF food '(They) ate the food.', 'The food was eaten.'
The passive in Abma is pragmatically restricted to situations where the agent's role is backgrounded (point 4). And the verbal suffix -an in (1b) morphologically encodes the passive (point 5). (-An functions as a nominalizer in other contexts. Clearly the passive is diachronically derived from nominalizations; see Givón 2002: 208 for a description of the common diachronic origins of passives.)
Let us return here to our previous observation that Abma uses a special kind of passive construction, an impersonal passive, which is subjectless. The nonpromotion of the active direct object to passive subject becomes evident when one tries to force passive subject agreement onto the verb: it does not work. The active sentence in (2a) takes a plural object, haavak nii 'children', which should in theory correspond to the plural subjectindexing morpheme ra '3PL' in (2b). However, speakers find this ungrammatical. Instead they require the third person singular subject-indexing morpheme te, as shown in (2c).
3 In all passive constructions, the only acceptable subject-indexing morpheme is in the third 2. Interlinear glossing adheres to the Leipzig Glossing Rules. In addition, the following conventions are used: ASSOC, One important difference between the active and impersonal passive sentences is that, in the former (the pragmatically unmarked norm), neither subjects nor direct objects take any type of marking (including the na definite marker), even if the NP is indeed definite. (Canonical preverbal subjects are assumed to be definite, at any rate.) On the other hand, in passive sentences, na always precedes the direct object, and furthermore encodes it as definite. Its presence is also indicative of the markedness of the passive construction more generally.
It is also important to point out that direct objects in impersonal passive sentences are patient-like in their semantics, consistent with their active voice counterparts.
Although it is rare, the passive is not unheard of in Oceanic languages. Examples (3-5) illustrate passivization in the aforementioned PNG languages Vitu, Kara, and Tiang (all taken from van den Berg 2008:17-18).
(3) VITU Ruma kua e ba ka-katua.
house this REAL.3 still RED-make.PASS 'This house is still being built.' (counterpart active verb: katia) (4) KARA A mu vio ri punux-an.
ART PL pig 3PL kill-PASS 'The pigs were killed.' (5) TIANG A bul buk óró a nong ina kokot-an la Sande Skul ... ART PL book here 3PL able to read-PASS LOC Sunday School 'These books can be read at Sunday School ...'
Notice how both Kara and Tiang employ the same verbal morphology as Abma (-an) in encoding the passive. I am not sure about Tiang, but in Kara, -an is also used to "derive nouns from verbs," according to Schlie (1983:23) . This duality of function is identical to that which is found in Abma.
Passives are not aspectually or modally restricted in Abma, and they are not confined to simple sentences. They occur in either perfective or imperfective aspect, and in a variety of modalities. Example (6) shows the passive being used in what would roughly equate to the "past progressive" in English: perfective aspect is indicated by the third person singular perfective marker te, and the progressive is indicated by the verb dok, which functions as a durative/continuous marker.
3SG.PFV stay CONN-weave-PASS DEF basket '(They) were weaving the baskets.', 'The baskets were being woven.'
The next example, (7), demonstrates how passives are also incorporated into serial verb constructions. In the fourth line of this example, the serialized verbs are bwah 'to hammer' and baavaatan 'be tight'. The -an passivizing suffix attaches to the latter verb. Actually, there are three examples of the passive in the above example, in the third, fourth, and fifth lines. 4 Its usage is particularly appropriate in this text where the speaker is focusing on a process, where the agent is unknown and unimportant.
All of the examples given thus far have involved transitive verbs. There is no evidence in my data to suggest that lexically intransitive verbs are amenable to the impersonal passive construction. It seems that nominalizations, in combination with an existential verb like di 'stay', do the job that an intransitive impersonal passive would do, which is to focus on the activity itself, rather than on participants to the activity. Examples of this are given in (8) and (9), where the intransitive verbs um 'work' and toptop 'talk' have been nominalized and juxtaposed with existential di. The activities of "working" and "talking" feature in these sentences. In (8), the nominalization nodo umwan 'our work' occurs within a prepositional phrase, removed from the intransitive verb, but nevertheless it contains the semantic core of the sentence. In (9), nok toptowan 'my talking' is actually the subject NP, but again, the semantics of the sentence revolves around this rather than the existential verb.
3.2 ASSOCIATIVE na-. As previously mentioned, Abma has what I call an "associative" construction, flagged by the associative marker, na-. There appear to be similar constructions with different names in other Oceanic languages, where two NPs are juxtaposed in a difficult-to-define, not-quite-possessive relationship. In some cases, associative-like constructions are used when the "possessor" NP is inanimate and/or nonspecific, as in Lenakel (Lynch 1978) , Paamese (Crowley 1982) , Boumaa Fijian (Dixon 1988) , Lolovoli (Hyslop 2001) , Naman (Crowley 2006) , and South Efate (Thieberger 2006) . 5 In Abma , the possessor NP is frequently inanimate, as in blastik nan mak sileng 'plastic for my water' (that is, 'my water bottle'), but instances of the possessor NP being unambiguously nonspecific are harder to find. A phrase like lelian nan waet man nii 'ways of the white men' would be an example.
The associative construction can also mark a part/whole relationship, a producer/ product relationship, or a nominalized subject/object relationship, as attested to in Lenakel (Lynch 1978) , Paamese (Crowley 1982) , Manam (Lichtenberk 1983) , Lewo (Early 1994) , and Naman (Crowley 2006) . In Abma, such examples also exist: matlobo nan val 'apex of the house' is an example of a part/whole relationship. An example of a producer/product relationship would be liaut nan Booga 'Booga's vomit'; we also have a nominalized object here, where liaut is a nominalization of the verb 'to vomit'.
In other Oceanic languages, the "prepositional construction" expresses a type of entity or purpose (Lichtenberk 1985) . Abma has some examples like this, such as bo nan 'pig for him' (pig killed in honor of a dead man).
In some languages, a noncontrolling relationship between possessor and possessed NPs has been observed, as for Gumawana (Olson 1992) and Erromangan (Crowley 1998) . This is also the case for Abma, and will be explored in more detail below.
The difference between association and possession in Abma.
In Abma, the associative construction codes a special kind of genitive relationship that is syntactically and semantically distinctive from "standard" indirect possession (marked by classifiers). The Abma associative has a good deal in common with some of the related constructions of neighboring languages that are described above. Probably its overarching characteristic is one of control; in association, the possessor NP has little or no control over the possessed NP. In other words, the possessor is patient-like in an associative construction. This is in contrast to the typically controlling role of the possessor NP in standard possession. To start, let us contrast complex association (10a) with complex possession (10b) 'the woman's knife' In (10a), the associative construction is used to relate havin 'woman' to her village. The woman does not "own" her village and cannot control it the way she can manipulate her own knife (10b), which she possesses. Therefore, the former is coded in the associative construction.
The examples in (10) above are complex constructions, where both possessor and possessed entities are encoded by full NPs. In simplex constructions, only the head (possessed) NP is coded overtly, while the possessor NP is reduced to a pronoun. The examples in (11) below are simplex counterparts to those in (10). Example (11) demonstrates an important structural difference between association and possession: in the simplex construction, head-modifier position of the associative versus the possessive are at odds with each other. In simplex association (11a), the associative marker na-follows the head; in simplex possession (11b), the possessive classifier no-precedes the head. Therefore, we can see that in association, there is a constancy across simplex and complex association because the head always comes first. In contrast, in possession, speakers must deal with the anomaly of head movement across simplex/ complex possession. This anomaly, on top of the fact that there are four different types of possessive classifiers (ka-'food', ma-'drink', bila-'valuable resource', and no-'general'), as well as a contrast between direct and indirect possession (which we do not explore here), means that possession in Abma (as in Oceanic languages more generally) is a complicated concept.
So in structural terms, while possession and association may seem to be the "same" at first glance, they are actually completely different. The structure of association is in fact much more well aligned with the passive construction. This idea will be explored further in 3.3.
Types of possessed nouns.
The associative construction consists of two juxtaposed NPs. The possessed NP can contain a basic noun root, or a derived noun. In (12), the possessed NP is subu 'chief', an underived nominal lexeme.
(12) subu na-n vini chief ASSOC-3SG.POSS village 'chief of the village', 'village chief'
Example (13) shows how nouns borrowed from Bislama are also productively incorporated into the associative construction.
(13) batri na-n tos battery ASSOC-3SG.POSS torch 'the torch's battery', 'battery for the torch' (Gray 2010:48) However, it is not uncommon for a nominalization to occupy the possessed NP slot. Example (14) illustrates association between the noun nok 'end' (nominalized from te nok 'it is finished') and its possessor, nodaru toptowan 'our (dual) talk'. As expected for an associative construction, the possessor NP does not control the possessed NP; rather, a part/whole relationship is exemplified here. The possessor NP can also take on the semantic role of "experiencer," as illustrated in (15).
(15) [Rong na-n noko-n] tei te gabis … feeling ASSOC-3SG.POSS body-3SG.POSS FOC PFV be.good 'The feeling in his body it was good ...' The noun rong 'feeling' is a nominalization of the verb rong 'to feel'. Again, the possessor NP is certainly not agentive, as would be typical in normal possession. Rather it is a patient-like experiencer of a sensation (rong 'feeling').
In (16), the possessor NP rais 'rice' is a notional object of the possessed NP, the nominalization of gel 'buying'. Another way to create a nominalized NP is not by just stripping the verb of all morphology (as in the above examples), but instead by losing all verbal morphology and adding the nominalizer -an, as in (17) Again, the possessor NPs in (17) and (18) are not agentive or controlling; that is, the "white man" has little or no control over the behavior of others from his society, and the village as an entity has no control over how lives are lived inside of it. Rather the possessor NPs further specify or modify their heads.
Eight corporeal terms are known to occur within the associative construction: warabu na-'heart', waba na-'kidney', balbal na-'achilles tendon', da na-'blood', silsilkamel na-'pancreas', walahi na-'knob of elbow', watang na-'placenta', and watangla na-'stomach'. The achilles tendon and the knob of the elbow are both particularly vulnerable parts of the body. The other terms refer to internal organs that are generally not well understood, and presumably are therefore more difficult to control.
Na IN PASSIVES AND na-IN ASSOCIATIVES: A COMPARISON.
In this section, I explore the formal, semantic, and referential relationship between na and na-. Table 1 summarizes the similarities in form, NP reference, and NP semantics across the NPs modified by na in the passive and na-in the associative.
The passive marker na is a free form, while associative na-is obligatorily bound. In terms of semantic role, the modified NP in the passive is a patient; similarly, in the associative construction, the NP modified by na-is noncontrolling. Finally, in both the passive and associative, na and na-precede NPs that are "cognitively accessible." These points are discussed in more detail below.
3.3.1 Formal and semantic consistency across both structures. The basic forms na and na-are homophonous in and of themselves; however, since na is a nonroot while na-is a bound root requiring a pronominal suffix, their resulting pronunciations are different. In addition, we have already established that, in both structures, the semantic role of the NP preceded and modified by na and na-is that of a noncontrolling entity. Now let us examine in more detail the referential properties of NPs modified by na and na-.
3.3.2 Referential consistency across both structures. Lichtenberk (2003:1) notes that "one and the same cognitive factor may … motivate quite diverse syntactic patterns in different languages." While Lichtenberk is talking about different languages, the Abma data suggest that a single cognitive factor may result in different syntactic patterns in a single language. I argue here that the cognitive referential status of NPs following na and na-is consistent, regardless of the type of construction in which they occur. In both passives and associatives, na 'definite' and na-'associative' modify "cognitively accessible" NPs (as per Lambrecht 1994) . According to Lambrecht, cognitively accessible NPs have salience in the real world (the sun, the moon), or they can be inferred from context (like paper and pens in a hypothetical text on "School in Australia"), or they are retrievable from an earlier part of a discourse (like the janitor is mentioned at the beginning of a text, and is not referred to again until the end of that text, where it is retrievable from its earlier mention). Even generic NPs can still be cognitively accessible; consider The emu is a flightless bird.
I correlate cognitive accessibility to the grammatical label of "definiteness" in Abma. In other words, a referent coded by na 'definite' or na-'associative' (whether the object NP in a passive sentence or the possessor NP in an associative construction) is cognitively "retrievable" and/or grammatically "definite" due to its previous mention in the discourse, or because it is inferable from context, or because it is simply salient to the extent that the listener would be assumed to be aware of its existence in the world. This is obviously a broad characterization of definiteness, but it appears to apply consistently across NPs in the language. As already mentioned, at the sentence level, preverbal subject NPs are assumed to be definite (and are therefore unmarked). Likewise, the referential status of object NPs in active sentences is unmarked.
7 On the other hand, passive objects are coded with na 'definite'. 8 In the following example (19), the passive object NP kamel 'meeting house' is mentioned in the discourse for the first time, but because it has cultural salience, being an integral part of village life, no special introduction is given. The speaker assumes that kamel is already cognitively accessible to listeners, as indicated by na 'definite'. Following from this, the speaker goes on to explain the process of building a meeting house. The meeting house itself is of low importance, which explains the speaker's choice of the passive. Turning to the associative construction, I propose that NPs following na-in this structure are also cognitively accessible. We have already discussed in 3.2 its [X na-n Y] structure. Na-functions synchronically as an associative morpheme rather than a determiner in this case, and therefore does not outwardly specify referentiality in the same way that na 'definite' does in passives. However, "Y" NPs following na-are cognitively accessible sim-7. This is probably because the NPs introduced in object position are typically indefinite. Once introduced, they are topical/definite and are amenable to moving into subject position. If they are not topical, then their referentiality does not matter, anyway; their presence will just continue to be logged via reduced pronominal coding or zero coding. 8. Other cognitively accessible postverbal NPs not central to grammatical relations can also be coded with na 'definite', but this is not pertinent to the current discussion.
ply because they are syntactically governed by and modify "X," the NP head. If the listener has already been introduced to the NP head, then by association the head's modifiers are cognitively accessible. In other words, "Y" NPs are cognitively accessible by virtue of their association with the "X" head that they modify.
WHAT TO MAKE OF THE HISTORICAL DATA?
Up to this point, we have examined na and na-from a purely synchronic perspective in light of their homophony, and the semantic and referential attributes shared by NPs they precede. Now we look at the historical data. Central to our discussion are three Proto-Oceanic (POC) forms: *na, which is thought to have been a general possessive marker; *ni/*qi, which marked association between two NPs; and *a/*na, which was an article that likely marked the nonhuman NP as definite. I will consider these three "protomorphemes" in turn (in 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, respectively), assessing the likelihood of their devolution to modern-day Abma na 'definite article' and/or na-'associative marker'. 9 In 4.4 I summarize the options and arrive at a tentative conclusion.
POC *na 'GENERAL POSSESSIVE MARKER'.
The morpheme *na is postulated to have been a general possessive marker in POC (Pawley 1973 , Lichtenberk 1985 , Lynch 1996 . There is no compelling reason to believe that its reflex would emerge as the na 'definite' article marking direct objects in passive sentences. On the other hand, it seems more plausible, at least on the face of it, that POc general possessive *na could relate to associative na-, since both the protomorpheme and modern day naencode a relationship between juxtaposed NPs. There are, in fact, three possessive markers reconstructed for POC: *ma 'drink', *ka 'food/subordinate/passive', and *na 'general' (cf. Pawley 1973 , Lichtenberk 1985 , Lynch 1996 . Pawley (1973:160) proposed that the vowel in POC *na 'general possessive marker' underwent "assimilation to neighbouring high vowels" in various Oceanic languages. It seems very likely that the original *na 'general possessive marker' underwent this sound change and evolved into what is now the general possessive classifier (no-) in Abma.
Assuming this to be the case, we would then have to explain how *na also developed into na-'associative'. To do so would mean that two closely related reflexes of *na, very phonetically alike, arose in ostensibly similar, but syntactically quite different, constructions (the possessive and the associative). This scenario might have been possible, for example, if associative na-evolved before the sound change, and the general classifier no-evolved later.
Perhaps a stronger argument against the *na 'general possessive marker' > na-'associative marker' hypothesis is the structural uniqueness of simplex association (as discussed in 3.2.1). Simplex association is head-final, in contrast to simplex indirect possession, which is head-initial. This is a significant difference. Hooper (1985:150-55 ) discusses POC *qi/*ni in Noun-Genitive-Noun phrases in Oceanic languages. She contrasts *qi and *ni, hypothesizing that "reflexes of *ni occur in genitive 9. A fourth possibility also exists: definite na and/or associative na-have not developed from any of the proto-morphemes proposed here. However, I have nothing to say about this option.
POC *qi/*ni 'PREPOSITION ASSOCIATING TWO NPS'.
phrases of which the head noun is … alienable, and reflexes of *qi in phrases of which the head noun is inalienable" (Hooper 1985:159) . In either case, the relationship between possessor and possessed NP is not "true" possession, as evidenced by modern reflexes of *qi and *ni that express body parts as well as part-whole, substance, product, or attribute relationships where the possessor is nonspecific or generic, and where the whole phrase is a lexicalized compound or a type of entity. For example, in Kwara'ae (Southeast Solomonic), the genitive preposition ni, as a reflex of *ni, expresses association or designation. In turn, genitive 'i, as a reflex of *qi, is used when the possessor NP modifies the head noun, as shown in (22) and (23). (22) Hooper hypothesizes (1985:156 ) that this associative relationship further evolved into an "independent noun suffix" in Northern Vanuatu languages. This is a simple suffix on inalienable nouns (in place of the normal possessive pronoun) that expresses a generalized nonspecificity in the noun. The Mota data in (24) demonstrate the difference between the generalized -i suffix on the nouns in the first column, and the possessive pronoun that is suffixed onto the inalienable roots in column two.
(24) MOTA qatu-i 'head' na qatu-na 'his head' sasa-i 'name' na sasa-na 'his name' (Hooper 1985:156) Turning back to Abma now, again it would seem that there is no good reason to make a connection between POC *qi/*ni and Abma na 'definite' as it is used in passive constructions. On the other hand, there does appear to be a common thread running between *qi/*ni and na-'associative'. As demonstrated previously, the Abma associative construction may express part-whole and producer/product relationships, and it is used with some body parts. Abma also has examples where the possessor NP is nonspecific or generic, and the entire phrase appears to be lexicalized, such as in subu nan vini 'village chief', lelian nan waet man nii 'ways of the white men', and mwasan nan ut li vini 'village life'.
However, there is also no shortage of examples where the possessor NP is very specific, as in (25). (25) Ko=t=ba gita-te ilil na-k=nga?
2SG=PFV=NEG.1 see-PART sign 'You didn't see my sign?' (e.g., a sign left in the bush) Because the Abma associative does tend to have specific possessor NPs, associative NPs generally do not lend themselves to forming lexicalized compounds. One explanation for this disparity between Abma and modern Northern Vanuatu languages could be that human/specific possessor NPs are a more recent innovation in Abma.
But there are other developments in Northern Vanuatu languages that have not occurred in Abma. In languages like Mota, *qi/*ni further developed into a generalizing suffix -i, as shown in (24) above.
Perhaps we might expect a similar development in Abma. But in Abma, na-cannot itself occur as a suffix. Rather it must take a possessive pronominal suffix of its own, and indeed with the effect often being specific reference, not the nonspecific generalizing reference of -i in Mota. In fact, Abma already does have what I have previously called a "generalizing" suffix -kte, which attaches to otherwise bound nouns, resulting in a general, nonspecific reference (see Schneider 2010:63) . This is illustrated in (26), where the generalized, nonspecific nouns in the first column contrast with the directly possessed nouns in the second. The function of -kte 'generalizer' is much the same as that of the -i suffix in Mota, as in (24). By way of explanation for its unusual form: the most conservative of Abma's three dialects, Suru Kavian (SK), expresses generalized nonspecificity on nouns with -k, not -kte. I suspect that the dialects under discussion here, Suru Mwerani (SM) and Suru Rabwanga (SR), also once used -k 'generalizer', not -kte. Sound changes have since innovated in SM-and to a lesser extent in SR-that have not occurred in SK. Now in SM, -k functions as a first person singular possessive pronoun. I suspect that in SM, to avoid confusion with the first person singular possessive pronoun, speakers added partitive te to the former generalizing suffix -k, thus forming -kte.
In the context of the protomorpheme *qi/*ni, Hooper (1985:142) assumes a sporadic sound change of *q > k. It therefore seems plausible that the SK generalizing suffix -k could be a reflex of *qi. However, unlike in Mota, where there is commonality in form between the generalizing suffix -i and associative/genitive i, there is no obvious relationship between generalizing -kte (or -k in SK) and associative na-in Abma. Crowley (1985:176) proposed that POC *a/*na marked the nonhuman NP as definite. In turn, a progenitor to the POC form may have been Proto-Malayo-Polynesian *na 'genitive (definite)' (Lynch, Ross, and Crowley 2002:71) . In the sections below, I discuss the possibility that this morpheme evolved into present-day na 'passive' (4.3.1) and na-'associative' (4.3.2).
POC *a/*na 'NON-HUMAN DEFINITE NP'.
4.3.1 POC *a/*na 'non-human definite NP' > na 'definite NP' in passive construction? It is not difficult to relate POC *a/*na 'non-human definite NP' to 'definite' na as it occurs in the passive voice, because nonhuman nouns are typically patients and, by correlation, are syntactic objects that occur after the verb. While it is true that syntactic objects are frequently indefinite, they can also be definite. Related languages use na with NPs in the accusative-cf. Lolovoli (Hyslop 2001 )-but in Abma na only occurs on accusative objects if the sentence is passivized. One can conjecture that Abma also once used na to mark all direct objects, but this usage fell away at some point. However, an extinct speech-tradition that was spoken just to the north of Abma, Wolwolan, does hint at what might have been. Sentence (27) was cited by an elderly village chief at Singmwel, who recalls some of the Wolwolan spoken to him as a young child. 'They look after the pigs.'
In (27), what looks like the direct object patient NP boi 'pig' appears to be modified by na, which suggests that, as a closely related variety, Abma may have done the same. Interestingly, Chief Bulekuli also gives an example where partitive te would contrast with definite na (28). This is consistent with the current usage of the partitive in Abma, as shown in (29) So, in summary, although na is not marked on objects of active sentences, it is coded on passive objects that are cognitively accessible and grammatically definite. Therefore, there does seem to be a thread of continuity running between the historical and modern usages of na.
POC *a/*na 'non-human definite NP' > na-'associative marker'?
One problem with asserting that associative na-is a reflex of POC *a/*na is that associative na-can precede human NPs, as in butsubwan nan Morrie 'sleeping-mat (being woven) for Morrie', whereas POC *a/*na only modified nonhuman NPs. This would count as evidence against this hypothesis. However, modification of human NPs could be a more recent development for associative na-.
In POC, the nonhuman NP was definite. In Abma, possessor NPs in the associative construction are cognitively accessible by virtue of their dependency on the head noun (the possessed NP), and cognitive accessibility is correlated with definite reference, as discussed in 3.3.2 above. This would then count as evidence in favor of this hypothesis.
Furthermore, because in synchronic terms associative na-does share phonological, referential, and semantic traits with passive na, I would also like to explore here the possibility that the former emerged from a structural reanalysis of the latter. When placed side-by-side, the similarities between associatives and passives are not difficult to spot. Common forms that the two structures share are bolded in (30) We can see that the essential differences boil down to the fact that passives are coded with verbal morphology, while associatives are marked with nominal morphology. The message is essentially the same; both NPs following na and na-are cognitively accessible, and semantic patients. Van Valin and LaPolla (1997:53-54) argue that at least some NPs can be thought to have an argument structure that is comparable to VPs. The associative construction seems to fit this description; that is, the possessor NP is an argument of the possessed NP head in the same way that the passive object is an argument of the verb. Crowley (1985:173-77) suggests that the earliest incarnation of POC *a/*na marked definite or specific NPs within a two-class system where definite/specific nouns were marked, and the rest were unmarked. He hypothesizes that the original *a/*na is coded in modern languages in one of four ways: reflexes have completely disappeared ("Type I"); reflexes are residual and nonproductive, for use in marginal constructions ("Type II"); reflexes are productively marked on most common nouns ("Type III"); or reflexes are fully productive, marked on all common nouns ("Type IV").
Although Crowley classifies Abma into a "Type I" category where all traces of *a/*na are meant to have disappeared completely, this does not actually reflect the current situation in the language, because we know that na 'definite' appears before postverbal objects in passive sentences (in contrast to other NPs in the sentence core that are unmarked). In other words, Abma slots best into the "Type II" category.
I speculate that "Proto-Abma" contrasted subjects with objects through constituent order (as it does today), that subjects were unmarked and assumed to be definite (as they are today), and that indefinite direct objects were unmarked (as they are today). In contrast, I suggest that definite direct objects were distinguished by taking na as an article; indirect evidence for this comes from the Wolwolan example given in (27). Nowadays, however, all direct objects in active sentences (indefinite and definite alike) are unmarked, leaving only passive direct objects with na-marking.
Perhaps at some point there was a period of instability in the grammatical system, during which time the passive and associative constructions evolved with their respective verbal or nominal morphologies. I speculate that during this hypothetical period of instability, the definite article marking nonhuman NPs was reanalyzed as a type of "classifier" for the associative construction. As a classifier, it required possessive pronominal suffixation by analogical extension and, consistent with possession, the former verb that it followed was reanalyzed as an NP. As the associative na-construction became more established, its usage could have extended and regularized so that it could occur even between two "true" NPs (rather than the possessed NP being a derived nominalization), as shown in (31) below.
(31) matlobo na-n val apex ASSOC-3SG house 'apex (highest point on roof) of the house' (Haudricourt 1960:114) 4.4 SUMMARY AND TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS. It has been a relatively straightforward matter to demonstrate a relationship between POC *a/*na 'nonhuman definite NP marker' and na 'definite' in Abma passive constructions. More problematic is pinning down the origin of na-'associative'. Of the three possible POC morphemes discussed herein that could have evolved into present-day associative na-, I favor the *a/*na 'nonhuman definite NP marker' hypothesis. The structural inconsistencies (head-initial or head-final) between POC *na 'genitive' and associative na-make it difficult to claim a relationship between the two. The*qi/*ni possibility, while appealing, is not without its problems, because the present-day associative construction in modern Abma often does not tend to be lexicalized, and the possessor NP is not typically general and nonspecific; to the contrary, the possessor is often highly specific. In addition, there is no obvious relationship between the generalizing suffix -kte and associative na-in Abma, while this kind of development has occurred in forms in Northern Vanuatu languages that have evolved from POC *qi/*ni. In favor of the *a/*na analysis is (a) the formal similarity between the protomorpheme and associative na-; (b) the fact that POC *a/*na marked NPs as grammatically "definite" while Abma na-precedes NPs that are cognitively accessible to the listener; (c) the semantic parallelism between associatives and passives, where the NP following na and na-in both structures is noncontrolling; and (d) the superficially similar overlay of passive and associative structures (although essentially different), differentiated only by nominal/verbal morphology, which suggests that a structural reanalysis may have occurred.
The evidence as it stands is somewhat tenuous and, as far as (d) is concerned, also highly speculative. However the current discussion provides, I hope, a useful starting point for further study. Hopper's (1991:23) "principle of layering," two constructions that fulfill essentially the same function may coexist because they "may have slightly different meanings, or simply be recognized as 'stylistic' alternatives." The existence of the associative and passive constructions, conveying essentially the same concept in slightly different ways, exemplifies Hopper's description. It is evident from the extracts of speech given in (6) and (7) that the passive has the prototypical function in Abma of backgrounding (or, in fact, ignoring) the role of the agent. However, the passive object NP is syntactically constrained by its core role within the sentence. In contrast, associative NP constructions have much more syntactic flexibility. They do not necessarily participate in core grammatical relations in the sentence, although they can, as I show below.
EXPLANATION FOR THE EXISTENCE OF TWO SIMILAR FORMS. According to
In (32), repeated from (16) above, the associative gel nan rais 'buying of rice' is an adverbial of purpose; the activity of rice-buying is expressed therein. In (33), the stative verb te ses 'it is full' loses its verbal morphology and occurs within the associative construction. Here, the associative construction occurs within a larger nonverbal predicate that "comments" on the topic, which is about kamel 'meeting houses'. 'to hold a meeting about it at that place ...' Associatives may also occur as the focused subject of the sentence, as shown in (15) above.
These are just a few examples of the syntactic versatility of the associative construction. This contrasts with the passive construction, which by definition requires its core NP to be the direct object of the clause. So despite the functional and semantic overlap across the passive and associative constructions, they do differ in the types of syntactic and pragmatic functions they serve within the text, more generally.
CONCLUSION.
In Abma, passive na and associative na-are separate but homophonous morphemes. The constructions in which na and na-feature are somewhat unusual: passive is not a dominant feature of Abma, nor is it widely reported in Oceanic languages more generally. Similarly, the function of association in Abma cannot be straightforwardly defined, and despite the fact that similar-sounding constructions do crop up in a cross-section of Oceanic languages, the semantic domain and function of these Noun-Particle-Noun associations is not consistent from one language to the next.
The fact that passive na and associative na-share commonality not only in form, but also in NP referentiality, semantics, and superficial structure, lends tenuous support to the hypothesis that they share a single common origin.
Both construction types involve a cognitively accessible, noncontrolling NP. However, there are syntactic and pragmatic differences in the way the two constructions operate within the language. These differences can perhaps go some way toward explaining their continued coexistence in Abma.
